Location: Snohomish Aquatic Center
Status: Non-exempt, Part Time
Hourly Rate: $16.00 - $20.00 per hour, DOE

POSITION SUMMARY: Responsible for leading and instructing aquatic group exercise classes; ensuring an exceptionally fun, energetic, informative and safe experience for all participants leading to increased guest retention.

RESPONSIBILITIES

- Conduct group water exercise classes appropriate in skill level to population of participants with appropriate modifications given for injured or individuals with physical limitations
- Have written lesson plan on deck to ensure participants have fun, balanced and planned workout session
- Pre and post class set-up and break down of equipment; maintain fitness equipment
- Conduct class from an on-deck position, providing physical demonstration of workout as a visual example for participants to follow during class
- Maintain accurate class attendance records
- Stay informed of current trends in water fitness programming and incorporate into class programming as appropriate
- Maintain continuing education credits as required by certifying aquatic agency and provide written documentation for records
- Completion of aquatic trainings or certifications as directed
- Personifies the attitude of a member of the Water Fitness staff and Aquatic Center team, and actively promotes all classes on schedule

SKILLS AND QUALIFICATIONS

- Minimum age 18
- Excellent customer service
- Work effectively with people of different backgrounds, abilities, opinions and perceptions
- Exceptional interpersonal and problem solving skills – politeness, confidence, tact and patience
- Multitasking
- Ability to adapt to a constantly changing environment
- First Aid, CPR and AED certification required

EDUCATION AND EXPERIENCE

- Prefer aquatic certification from AEA, AFPA, AQX or Water Art.
- If not aquatic certified, will consider group fitness instructor with experience or former strong background in dance or fitness.